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TEAM P E R F O W N C E ASSESSMENTS AS LEARNING

TOOLS ON COLLABORATM STUDENT PROJECTS
Timothy D. Ropp, Sergey hbikovsky,

Mary E. Johnson

Abstract
Leaving the team experience unevaluated during collaborative student projects leaves the educational banefit of
student peer feedback unrealized. Performance feedback between student teams and among individual team members
adds a valuable educational component during applied learning projects. Faculty in the Aviation Technology program
at Purdue University piloted the w e of team and individual student peer evaluation tools as performance feedback
and learning mechanisms in two maintenance technology courses engaged in collaborative team projects. Use of peer
performance reviews among the students during team-based projects resulted in willmgness to engage in proactive
problem solving and communication among students while individual scores ia these mas increased.
IntMduCtion
Many technolog and engineering instructors
u t i l i i hands-on student team design projects for at least a
portion of the classroom or laboratory exprisnce. A
targeted outcome for these immersive learning projects is
student exposure to the dynamics of achieving technical
deliverables within the COPtW Of a realistic team
environment. In addition to practicing baselie technical
skill sets, students integrate key communication,
negotiation, problem solving and planning skills, which are
as important as technical skills for praducmg a delivmble
in industry.
Although the use of team-centered learning projects is quite
common, students can miss an important dimension of
learning if such projects are natdebriefed and evaluated. In
addition to the actual project experience, significant
educationalvalue and insight can be gained through detailed
review and peer feedback among student teams involved.
This feedback can be facilitated by a structured team and
peer review process.
Method
In the Spring and Fall semesters of 2007, students
in two Purdue University aviation maintenance technology
courses were inbnduced to the concept of being evaluated
by their peers. The two courses each have specific technical

content designed to build aircrafl maintenance skills and
knowledge. The students in these courses engaged not only
in a team-based immemive learning approach on specific
technical design projects, but were introduced to
performance feedback tools requiring them to provide and
receive constructive peer review of their participation and
pwfmance during team-based projects. l h k g Spring,
students in two techno lo^ courses began evaluating each
other withii their own course laboratory technical projects.
In Fall of 2007, the two courses using the peer evaluations
collaborated on selected projecw requiringthem to interact
between the two CQWeS. and then evaluate peer interaction
performance between the two student teams.
While the classroom laboratory environment has
litations in replicating all w e d of a fill scale working
environment, the dynamics of working in teams with the
added dimension of peer to pew evaluations resulted in
student communication and problem-solving being more
"proactive" in n w e . In both cases of student projects
withii a single course laboratory and in collaborative
projects between two courses, student teams were observed
looking for, identifying and resolving unforeseen problems
during their technical design projects.
Prior to
implementation of the peer evaluation and feedback
component, this fomd-looking p u p effort was not
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previously noted by the instructors of these two courses.
One goal of the peer evaluation process was to lead
students to view both internal and cross-disciplinary groups
as internal customers, instead of just "coworkers'' or a
faceless outside entity. It is well known that key
competencies such as team-based problem solving,
communication and work load planning are as important as
technical abilities to achieve daliverables in industry
(Samuel, 2005) and employers demand a more
~ o m p r e h e ~ i v e ~ d e ~ ~ d m gengineeringtechnology
ofthe
disciplineand improved levelsofwmmunication skills *om
of such programs (Shull, 2005; Bouckley, 2006;
~ o p&
p Stanley, 2006).
A pmjoct-based lemming environment places
demands of self-regulation on learners, requiring the fluent
application of interpersonal skills that may not have been
previously required. Self-regulation is the self-directed use
of disciplinedwork effort, communication and teamwork s
described by Helle, Tynjala et.al., (2007) in a recent study
of student self-regulation. This study evaluated similar
scenarios in which students scoring low in self-regulation
duringproject-based learningwere evaluated for indications

of "fiction" where this friction is seen as an incompatibility
between student self-regulation and the demands posed by
the learning environment. This is an especially important
concept, as most jobs in industry today mandate selfregulation among individuals who must function on work
teams chartered to be self-directed.
Qurses used in student team collaboration woiectp
In an effort to replicate in the curriculum a selfdirected component of work 'teams, Purdue University
faculty in the aviation technology curriculum developed and
began practicing cross-disciplinaryinteraction between two
senior level avktion technology wurses. The students in
these two courses interacted by identifying and solving
technical problem requiring the skills and knowledge
objectives in both of these courses. These courses ware
selected because of their similarity to intoractions
experienced in industry between aviation maintenance and
technical support groups. The two senior courses selected
were a senior aviation maintenance management course and
a senior aviation maintenance manufhcturhg course a
shown in Figure 1.

-dm

cxurse&pal to replicate
aviationm i n h m e

=-

Figure 1. Two senior level courses participating in peer evaluation and feedback
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The first course is a senior level capstone aviation
maintenance management course: AT 402 Aircraft
Airworthiness Assurance. This course simulates a
maintenance operation utilizing the university's two large
transport Boeing 737 and Boeing 727 aircraft. Senior
maintenance technology students function as operations
managers tasked with reseurching, planning and
implementing a large aircraft production maintenunce
operation ss an overall goal of the course. The fmt half of
the c o m e involves intense didactic review of leadershipand
performance management principles formanagingtechnical
teams and a technical review d the regulated aviation
maintenance process. About 6 weeks into the semester, the
AT 402 senior class then merges with a junior level class,
AT 372 -Aircraft Maintenance Practices for the laboratory
portions of both courses. The senior AT 402 students
manage the junior AT 372 students, who taka on the role of
technical work crews accomplishing segments of aircrafk in
u large a i d maintenance padcage specified by the
instructor.
In addition to technical maintenance projects
directly on the aircraR, the senior AT 402 'kanagement
team" is responsible for development of many major
d e l i v d l e s common to the indusuy such as technical
writing for creation of job rask cards, research and
incorporation of safety management system components,
use of process mapping in problem solving and process
s w u u m l i i g and orientation tsainii delivery to the junior
level student technical crews. The AT 402 team is
simultaneously evaluated on the incorporation of key
leadership competencies of communicatioq team building,
planning, and problem solving into the technical
deliverables of the laboratory maintenance crew activities.
After each lab, the instructor evaluated and debriefed the
$mior AT 402 team members on performance of team and
communication criteria provided to the students and
explained at the beginning of the semester. The students'
peers then evaluated performance on the same miteria using
peer feedback rating forms that contained the same team and
communication miwia.
The second course selucted was AT 408-Advanced
Aircraft ManufacturingProcesses. This senior level course
has projects and outcome philosophies similar to those of
AT 402, incorporuting both technical and team
worWleadership competency outcomes. In addition to just
internal peer evaluations withii one course laboratory,
pairing AT 408 with AT 402 allowed additional imporIant
interactions similar to those found in the aviation industry
between maintenance and support organizations, and which
allowed additional peer to peer feedbadt outside of the

-

student's own familiar course peer group.
Students in AT 408 have developed basic aircraft
materials skills from prarequisite coursework withim the
curriculum. In this course, students integrate baseline
technical skills with larger problem solving skills and
processes involved in design and manufacture of more
complex component parts, icluding structural joint design
and aircrafl components which play a critical role in flight
safety in industry. The course is almost entirely projectbased allowing studen$ to perform research and to design
products to specific requirements. These projects are
designed to help students better understand engineering
fundamentals and technology applications in industry.
Successful project completion also requites communication
and planning skills as students acquire the new language of
manufacturing, taking projects *om planning to hands-on
design and delivery. The students must follow all stages of
the design process, including project cost assessment,
establishingtLnslinesatldproducingprocssssheet and work
instnrctions.
-lathe
an industrv- w
During the AT 402 aircraft maintenance lab,
student teams found aircraft part discrepancies requiring
repairs beyond the normal scope of that laboratory's
equipment or skill capabilities.
More advanced
rnanufacturingprocesseswere required to properly repair or
rebuild the component. This is where the moss-disciplinary
team-team interaction between the AT 402 and AT 408
courses c m e into play.
The student team in AT 402 presented and
evaluated Ule identified diwepancies with the insauctor to
determine if they could be designated as 'projeb level"
requiring additional technical support. Repair design
requirements for the part were researched by the AT 402
maintenance team and an Initial Project Request fonn for
m a n u ~ i g s u p p o rwas
t initiated and delivered tothc AT
408 advanced manufacturing laboratory. A brief project
support meeting between the AT 402 and AT 408 student
teams was c o n d u d to discuss and evaluate details of
manufacture, cost and delivery estimates of the part with
direct communication between the two teams. Subsequent
follow-up meetings between AT 402 and AT 408 teams
were held thmugholrt the manufacturing process. Using a
process similar to that in the aviation maintenance industry,
a non-routine job card was created and placed on the AT
402 maintenancejob board to track the part's routing Status
in the manufacturing lab and the estimated delivery.
This process, as illusaated in Figure 2, scrves a
dual purpose: to provide students with the educational
experience ofunderstandig the basics ofwork process flow
..
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and engineering, and to fulfill a legitimate technical suppon
need of the laboratory aircrmft.

Figure 2. High level process diagram of team-team interaction
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The technical team interactions illustrated h w
emphasize what was perhaps the most important part of the
exercise: learners experisncsd the opportunity to work on
multi-disciplinary teams achieving a common pal, while
practicing the essential interpersonal skills and discipline
required doing so effectively.
Cre*
and Utilizina Team Eyabtion F o m
To provide a mechanism for discussion and
reflection on the team project experience, two peer feedback
forms were created, one evaluating the aggregate team
experience between the two teams (Team Performance
Feedback Form) and the other evaluating each individual's
performaace peer to peer within a toam itself (Team
Member Performance Feedback Form). Known behaviml
performance criteria for high performing technical teams in
the aviation hdwtry which include benchmark behaviors in
communication, workload management and team dynamics
(Eiff, Ropp & Mattson, 1997) were adapted to the AT 402
/ AT 408 labomtory environment and fheir performance
criteria incorporated into these h$,
which are described
below.
Team Performance Feedback Form
A Team Performance Feedback Form was
hveloped to encourage peer feedback on the aggregate
team-team experience duriag rhs collabmtive project.
Each project team in AT 402 and AT 408 evaluated the
other's performance fiom the perspective of each being an
internal customer. AT 402 was considered the customer of
a part manufactured by AT 408. Conversely, AT 408 was
viewed as a customer dependent on clear communication of
requirements for apart requested by AT 402. Both "internal
customers" had to bc satisfied to provide effective
maintenance operations and ultimately provide a safe,
airworthy aircraft for the external customer - the flying
public. This inletaction between the classes emphasized the
crossdisciplinary nature of industry project work and the
recognition that technical skills must be supplemented with
team skills to successfully solve problans.
To evaluate team to team performance, the form instructions
read:
Please rate your experience interacting
with the AT408 I AT402 technlcsl
group as an overall team during
project Rate your experience i r each
category by assigning B rtiting of 1- 5
for a c a , using the criteria scale
provided.
The form contains a series of questions with a 5-point Likert
scale evaluating parformance ranging h m 1 meaning "did
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not meet expectations" to 5 meaning "exceeded
expectations". These questions were developed ta provide
an opportunity for students to self-reflect on the key team
p e r f k c e competenciesused during a detailed t&hnical
process. The student team decided as a group on a rating of
the ather team's overall perfommco in the following
categories:
Planning, preparation and documentation
Verbal communication during meetings
Participation in setting process direction and
deadlmes
Incorporating safety consideratiom
In addition, the form contains nvo yedno questions "Were
agreed upon projffit deadlines met?" and "Did the final
product meet design requirements?"
Team Member Performance Feedback Form
A similar individual Team Member Performance
Feedback Form wa~,also developsd to provide peer to peer
feedback from within each technical team. Each individual
was asked to evaluate the performance of their peer team
members individually. The form inshctions read:
Please rate this individual's
performance as a team member in
today's lab. Rate your evaluation in
each category by ansigning a rating of
1 5 for each, using the criteria scale
provided.

-

The form contains a series questions in the following fow
categories:
Plunnb@prepmtion
Communication
Participationlconirihution,and
Incorporation of safety considerations,
A 5-point Liken scale was used, evaluating fellow team
member's individual performance with a 5-point E i
scale evaluating peerperformanceranging fmm 1 meaning
"did not meet expectations" to 5 meaning "exceeded
expectations". lo addition, the form requested specific
examples to suppott the ratings.
Initial Dam Analvsis
The data for the Fall 2007 Team Member
Peffonnance Feedback form was summarized for eight
student teams as an "aggregate score" with possible s c m s
ranging from 0 to 78. Figure 3 is a scatterplot of the AT402
aggregate scores plotted versustirne using Minitab software.
To measure the extent of lmear relationship between
W g a t e score and time, a Pearson correlation coefficient
was calculated as 0.459 and indicate$that the coweldon is

5
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positive. T h e Peaonn cumlation coefficicnr was significant
at the rr
0.05 levvl, 'lhir yaph indicates thnr agpyatc
scores incmasc ns tlw S C M C L ~ ~rnovc~
C~
forwmd. It is
impnmnt to remember thnt carrclalivn dws nor indicate
causalion. More in-depth audies will bc rcquircd tn fully
dctcrminc causalmd.

Scattarplat of Aggregate Score vs Date
75

*

1

Figure 3. Scelrcrplot or Aggregate Score versus Ware

'I"l~ra w g a t c scores in Figi~rc3 may be funkcr strotificd by grouping the scores into three clrzsscs: I ) first scorr. 2 ) middlc
score. auld 3 ) lash score. l'hem ue rhrw $cot65 (i)c each orthc eight StitCIcnt~.Figure 4 shows the aggregate scorc data plortcd
in thcsc groups using the Eiaed I.in,e Plot lirnctiun in Miniwh.
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'The tincd linc plot anilysis in Pigurc 4 ~ h o w sthat
the Aggregate Score )nay be modeled as cyual to 55.8 I r,,
3.786 (Obs~rvatiunNumber). '!-his indicates tlrnc ihc score
increases (improves) nrhc stuilcnt ream moves from initial
score to final scow. Wliile the K-$quared indicates that only
24.7% olthc viariatian in the apprqatc $wreiis cxplai~ledby
llic observation number. the ANOVA for rcprcssion
inrlicarcs a p-value (IT 0.012 whicli is sigiificunl ;a the
tr-0.05 Icvel. Tlris means tlrei we may concludu thni tlrc
Observation Numbcr coclXcic.nt is not 1 . r m
~ d
~ therefirre
there i s a positivc slope to Ulr mgrersion equdian. Thc
practical inrplicatiofi is tl\nt from chis data. aggregarc 4curt.s
do improve over the course ofthe scmcstcr. Mom in-dcptli
studics will be required to fully drtcrmine causatioa. and if
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this ctrrrcl~sionholds true for multiple arneutcrs. Thc &la
for A'l'408 is nor crrnrlusivc. AT402 l ~ * si ~ r c dthew forms
for more than nnu year, whilc Fall 2007 was Uic initial year
for AT408. Mnn. soordination berwecn ltlc course
instructors i s nccded to cwsure tb~rdistcncyof scoring by
~ludentl a m s .
Rcrulta
Erlrly student pcdonnnnce and ktdhack on this
cxpcricncc was very positive. Wy allowing sl;tu&n!sto usu
tlie same learn and comnrunicatiod triteria to evuluatt tach
other, instructors notcd gradual improvenlent in student
willinpncss to pnnicipatc. to I&C on llalidcrship or direction
setting rnlcs. and participle in Emup eommuaicetiori
leading tu problem solving. t h i s was refleclcd in zcurisg
improvcmcnls thruughltul the armester on individual
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performance scores. Practice and improvement of these
"soft skills" were an unexpected net learning result for the
student, self-discovered only afferdebrieRngandevaluating
the experience. Peer aadteamevaluation survey fafirswere
used to emphasize the need for and perceived level of
success in both technical and soft skills.
Conscious o f the fact they would be evaluated on
team performance skills as well as technical skills, students
were notiticeably more attentive to detail and engaged in the
process, particularly in communication and seeking
clarification on unclear concepts. This was noted by both
instructors almost f h m the first day of class.
Instead of passive participation by some, nearly
e v y student h m both courses actively engaged in p u p
discussion and problem solving efforts during projects. As
the students bqan to get comfortable wok& with and
being evaluated by each other at this level, they began to
actively seek problems in a more self-directed manner. In
AT 402 for example, whereas students would trad'nionally
have come to the instructor for advice on a broken part m
need of repair or possible manufacture, students began
performing their own research and needs assessment for the
part, very often constnrcting a rough corrective plan of
action before coming to the insb'uctor. It1 many cases this
pluu of uction was approved by the insmctor, which built
the confidence and assertiveness level of the students
involved.
At the end of the semester, using course content
and leatning evaluation forms where students were allowed
to give anmymow, open ended feedback on the course,
students qmted satisfaction at having been required to
exercise team skills in a more "realistic" work environmsnt,
even if they were unable to see a particular part through to
manufacture given time or resource constraints. Knowing
they would be svqluated by their own peers, and what they
learned about working on teams in this context waq a very
positive experience for the students, and students displayed
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overall planning, problem solving and communication
performancemore explicitlyduring laboratoymk. Again,
students expressed a perceived value using this
collaborative, cross-disciplinary approach, in that it
replicated "real-life" situations they anticipated facing in
industry, while also sewing a legitimate purpose for the
aviation department in repair and preservationof laboratory
aircraft.
Future Directions
The peer review forms and team process were
piloted in the AT 402 and AT 408 course pairing this year
and is continuing with planned cxpansion into other
laborato!y courses. As a means of continuousimprovement.
revisions and improvements to the forms have been
established to better assess learn behaviors as the process
continues to evolve and becomes more retin&. In 20082009, the AT 496 Research Design Proposal course and AT
497 Research Applications course both plan to incorporate
this form for use in the evaluation of team and individual
performanceonteam design projects. These two courses are
a series o f a fall semester proposal course followed by a
spring semester implementation course where the students
workin teams to plan and conduct applied aviation research.
Conclusion
The overall goal of using student team and peer
performance feadback was to infuse team behaviors desired
by iodu&y throughout tho senior level technical c o r n .
Using team and individual peer feedback f m s wls a
valuable educational component that would otherwise have
been missed. Early results showed an increase in w e g a t e
team and communication scores throughout the semester,
however Mure work is needed to verify anecdotal
observations and the early results reported here. Swdenls
experienced real-world problems of working on teams and
reported related learning experiences in these areas as
valuable takeaways h m project experiences.+
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